Monday

Review/Revisit

Teach

Practise

Apply

Phase 5- ‘ay’ as in say.
What is this sound and where do we
often find it in words? Can you write a
sentence that includes the word ‘play’
and one other word containing the ‘ay’
sound?

Alternative pronunciation
‘i’ as in find. Look at the
video below, practise saying
the different pronunciationcan you think of any words
that many include this
alternative pronunciation?
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=YEVPVf5jptI&feat
ure=youtu.be
(Please be mindful that this
video is spoken In an
American accent however,
it still gives you an idea of
this particular sound)

Draw a table and sort these words
into the two different ‘i’ sounds.

Write a
sentence that
including the
two different ‘i’
sounds.

Alternative pronunciation
‘i’ as in find.
Look at the video below,
practise saying the different
pronunciation- can you
think of any words that
many include this
alternative pronunciation?
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=YEVPVf5jptI&feat
ure=youtu.be

Play a game of family bingo (3 X 3
grid to create 9 boxes) using the
following words (and others you
can think of):

(if your child finds this challenging try
phase 3 first and apply and tailor these
activities to this sound)
Phase 3-sh (shop)

Tuesday

Phase 5- ‘ay’ as in say.
What is this sound and where do often
find it in words? Make a list of as many
‘ay’ words that you can think of.
if your child finds this challenging try
phase 3 first and apply and tailor these
activities to this sound)
Phase 3-th (thunder)

-Tiger, find, kind, milk, tin, biscuit,
rubbish, bin, Finland, child, mind,
wind,
Can you add some of you own
words?

tiger, find, kind, milk, tin, biscuit,
rubbish, bin, Finland, child, mind,
wind,

Draw your own
pictures and
labels for the
alternative ‘i’
sound.

(Please be mindful that this
video is spoken In an
American accent however,
it still gives you an idea of
this particular sound)
Wednesday

Phase 5- ‘oy’ as in boy.
What is this sound and where do often
find it in words? Can you write a
sentence that includes the word
‘enjoy’ and one other word containing
the ‘oy’ sound?
(if your child finds this challenging try
phase 3 first and apply and tailor these
activities to this sound)

Thursday

Phase 3-ng (king)
Phase 5- ‘oy’ as in boy.
What is this sound and where do often
find it in words? Make a list of as many
‘oy’ words that you can think of.
if your child finds this challenging try
phase 3 first and apply and tailor these
activities to this sound)
Phase 3-ai (rain)

Alternative pronunciation
‘c’ as in city
Look at the video below,
practise saying the different
pronunciation- can you
think of any words that
many include this
alternative pronunciation?
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=IZ87r4TxvO8

Draw a picture including these
items and label them with the
words.

Alternative pronunciation
‘c’ as in cent.
Look at the video below,
practise saying the different
pronunciation- can you
think of any words that
many include this
alternative pronunciation?
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=IZ87r4TxvO8

Phonics Race
Put each word on a post it
note/paper under different objects
in the room. See how fast you can
find all of the words and read them
correctly.

-circle, city, certificate, dance,
bicycle, face

-acid, cash, cook, face, Cinderella,
circus, icy, mice

Write a
descriptive
sentence
underneath
you picture.

Can you write a
sentence
including as
many of these
words as
possible?

Friday

Alien Words

Shark Attack Game
1. Write alien words on paper (made up words using the sounds) and also have
some blank pieces of paper with an x on them.
2. Lay out 5x5 grid using the word or x cards that you created and then place
them face down on the floor or a surface.
3. Choose one piece of paper to turn over, one row at a time. If you pick up a
word card, you will need to read the word correctly and if you do read it
correctly, you can move onto the next row. However, if you do not you have
to start again from the beginning again.
4. If you turn over a piece of paper with an x on it, you have been eaten by a
shark and must start again.
Can you get across the river successfully without being eaten by a shark?

